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ABSTRACT'
The" field" of" biodiversity" research" gathers" and" crosses" collections" of" environmental" data,"
scientific" data," geospatial" data" and" cultural" data." All" of" the" available" datasets" have" created" a"
global" information" pool" which" can" be" used" to" develop" further" research" and" downstream"
bioeconomy" innovations." Intellectual" Property" governance" rules" vary" between" proprietary"
assets"and"research"commons."
The"largest"datasets"are"collected,"curated,"mined,"and"shared"at"the"national"and"international"
level" by" natural" history" museums" and" research" institutions" which" are" members" of" the" Global"
Biodiversity" Information" Facility" (GBIF)," an" international" organization" that" aims" to" make"
available" all" known" information" on" biodiversity," provide" digitization," facilitate" interoperability"
and"retrieval"of"this"data."
This" paper" intends" to" explore" the" various" legal" regimes" that" apply" to" biodiversity" data."
Depending"on"the"data"format"and"the"contribution"structure,"they"can"be"considered"as"works,"
public" sector" information," data," databases," metadata," all" submitted" to" different" national" and"
international" legal" regimes." Besides," contributors" apply" more" or" less" restrictive" terms" of" use"
between"all"rights"reserved"and"open"access"options."
In" order" to" study" the" impact" of" governance" choices" and" practices," the" authors" have" conducted"
interviews" with" key" stakeholders" in" several" GBIF" partner" institutions" in" Europe" and" Latin"
America" in" order" to" better" understand" the" policy" challenges" faced" by" biodiversity" researchers"
who"intend"to"share"their"information,"such"as"biopiracy,"commercial"exploitation"and"scientific"
attribution"for"data"reuse."
One"section"of"the"paper"will"be"dedicated"to"the"study"of"the"legal"environment,"while"the"other"
will"focus"on"contractual"practices."
"
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1.'INTRODUCTION'
This" paper" provides" an" overview" of" the" legal" and" policy" conditions" governing" the" contribution"
and" the" reuse" of" biodiversity" data" within" scientific" databases." Providers" and" appropriators" of"
such"resources"are"mostly"researchers,"natural"history"museums"and"botanists."The"GBIF,"Global"
Biodiversity"Information"Facility,"is"one"of"the"projects"ensuring"interoperable"data"can"be"used"
by"other"researchers"than"those"who"curated"them."
Biodiversity" data" is" at" the" same" time" public" environmental" information," scientific" data,"
taxonomy," metadata," geographic" data" and" cultural" heritage" works" at" the" crossing" between"
different"legislations,"natural"and"knowledge"commons."
The"study"provides"an"overview"of"applicable"laws,"terms"of"contributions"and"terms"of"use."This"
rely" on" desk" and" literature" research" including" applicable" law" and" on" interviews" of" database"
producers"in"Europe"and"in"Costa"Rica."The"objective"is"to"identify"the"various"roles"(contributor,"
editor,"publisher,"reuser)"and"the"possible"reasons"to"restrict"the"access"to"the"data."Justifications"
can" be" the" integrity" and" the" quality" of" the" data" and" its" descriptive" metadata," source" or"
attribution"of"the"researcher"or"the"team,"the"risk"of"biopiracy"related"to"geolocalization,"the"role"
of" participative" science," and" the" commercialization" of" the" data" output" and" the" risk" of"
international"exploitation.""
A" first" observation" reveals" the" lack" of" harmonization" between" licensing" conditions," hindering"
interoperability" and" ease" of" use" for" researchers." It" will" be" proposed" to" minimize" contractual"
uncertainties" and" develop" harmonized" contractual" clauses" or" best" practises" guidelines" to"
facilitate" the" upstream" contribution" to" the" online" collections" and" the" downstream" reuse" and"
collaborative"editing"towards"a"more"sustainable"information"commons.""
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2.'THE'CONTRASTING'LEGAL'ENVIRONMENT''
2.1$THE$CASE$FOR$OPEN$ACCESS$TO$SCIENTIFIC$RESEARCH$
The" term" “open" access”" is" now" widely" used" to" describe" publishing" methods" in" peerZreviewed"
journals"through"subscriptionZfree"models."Open"Access"was"initially"developed"for"publications"
and"journals,"but"the"concept"is"being"extended"to"data"within"the"Open"Data"and"Open"Science"
movements."This"section"presents"both"initiatives"and"their"origins"in"declarations"by"scientists"
and"in"governmental"bodies."
The"accepted"definition"comes"from"the"Berlin"Declaration"on"Open"Access"to"Knowledge"in"the"
Sciences"and"Humanities,"which"states:"

“We define open access as a comprehensive source of human knowledge and
cultural heritage that has been approved by the scientific community. […] Open
access contributions include original scientific research results, raw data and
metadata, source materials, digital representations of pictorial and graphical
materials and scholarly multimedia material.”
In" similar" fashion," the" Budapest" Open" Access" Initiative" (BOAI)" defines" open" access" in" light" of"
peerZreviewed" and" scholarly" publications." All" of" these" definitions" tend" to" be" very" narrow," and"
geared"towards"the"academic"journal"market."Philosopher"and"open"access"advocate"Peter"Suber"
proposes"a"more"open"definition,"which"states"that"(Suber,"2004):"

“Open access” (OA) is free online access. OA literature is not only free of
charge to everyone with an internet connection, but free of most copyright and
licensing restrictions. OA literature is barrier-free literature produced by
removing the price barriers and permission barriers that block access and limit
usage of most conventionally published literature, whether in print or online.
This" definition" tends" to" be" more" in" line" with" the" sharing" ethos" that" gives" birth" to" open" source"
software"(Moody,"2002),"and"that"is"the"intellectual"and"ideological"parent"of"open"access.""
Open" access" has" been" gaining" momentum" around" the" world." Just" recently," the" White" House"
released" a" memorandum" in" which" it" directs" Federal" agencies" that" fund" research" to" take" the"
adequate" steps" to" make" the" results" available" to" the" public;" this" includes" results" published" in"
peerZreviewed" scholarly" publications" that" are" based" on" research" that" directly" arises" from"
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Federal"funds"(White"House,"2013).""
Similarly,"there"is"growing"understanding"from"governments"and"funding"bodies"that"the"fruits"
of" public" research" should" be" shared" with" the" public" free" of" charge." The" European" Commission"
recently" published" a" Communication" (COM(2012)" 401)" that" states" that" “information" already"
paid" for" by" the" public" purse" should" not" be" paid" for" again" each" time" it" is" accessed" or" used," and"
that"it"should"benefit"European"companies"and"citizens"to"the"full.”"This"information"should"be"
online"free"of"charge.""
Furthermore," some" countries" have" gone" further" and" promised" some" farZreaching" open" access"
policies."In"the"UK,"the"Report"of"the"Working"Group"on"Expanding"Access"to"Published"Research"
Findings" (Finch" Report)" has" been" tasked" with" advising" the" government" on" it" policies" with"
regards" to" scientific" research." It" has" produced" detailed" policies" on" the" opening" up" of" scientific"
data" that" has" been" obtained" with" public" funds." As" a" result" of" the" Finch" Report," the" UK"
government" has" made" a" commitment" implement" the" recommendations" from" the" Report," and"
have" guaranteed" that" all" future" research" funded" by" public" money" will" be" available" without"
restrictions"anywhere"in"the"world.""
The"EU"Commission"Recommendation"of"17"July"2012"on"access"to"and"preservation"of"scientific"
information"targets"scientific"publications"and"research"data"that"receive"public"funds,"and"asks"
for"clear"open"access"policy"no"later"than"6"months"after"publication,"or"12"months"for"the"social"
sciences."
The" Open" Access" movement" is" extending" to" scientific" data" and" databases," with" changing" social"
norms" in" scientific" communities," journals" publishing" agreements" and" funders" or" institutions"
such" as" the" OECD" encouraging" the" deposit" of" the" underlying" dataset" at" the" time" of" the"
publication" of" the" article." Open" scientific" data" was" born" among" physicists," with" a" first"
institutional" proposition" in" 1995" to" release" Geophysical" and" Environmental" Data" as" free" and"
unrestricted." The" EU" has" been" producing" recommendations" towards" open" data" for" science,"
without" producing" any" binding" requirement" mandating" the" deposit" of" scientific" data," even" for"
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projects"funded"by"the"EC"research"programmes."
Still," the" ongoing" Horizon" 2020" process" on" open" access" does" not" seem" to" be" able" to" produce" a"
clear"open"access"mandate"neither"for"publications"nor"for"underlying"datasets"beyond"projects"
funded"by"EU"research"programmes."Similarly,"the"proposal"to"amend"the"PSI"Directive"neither"
does" not" include" data" from" research" and" science," nor" data" produced" with" public" funding." Here"
again," all" efforts" have" been" left" in" the" hand" of" individual" parties." This" situation" is" leading" to"
scientific" data" not" being" accessible" not" only" to" the" public," but" also" to" their" own" producers," the"
scientists"and"their"institutions,"the"universities"and"the"libraries."
However,"despite"the"great"push"towards"open"access"for"scientific"research"all"across"the"board,"
there"are"two"main"challenges"that"are"unique"to"the"area"of"biodiversity"that"make"opening"data"
more" difficult" than" in" other" disciplines." Firstly," there" might" be" worries" about" the" potential"
misuse" of" biodiversity" data," particularly" by" the" appropriation" of" traditional" resources" by"
commercial"interests,"also"known"as"biopiracy.""Secondly,"the"legal"protection"of"biodiversity"can"
be" problematic," as" we" are" dealing" with" various" regimes," sometimes" contradictory" to" one"
another.""
$2.2$THE$CONFLICT$WITH$BIOPIRACY$

While"open"access"is"generally"seen"as"a"positive,"in"the"areas"of"biotechnology"in"general,"and"
biodiversity"specifically,"there"could"be"some"concerns"about"the"manner"in"which"information"is"
made"available"to"be"shared"to"a"wider"audience,"particularly"if"the"sharing"is"not"accompanied"
by"some"sort"of"legal"protection.""
For"example,"during"the"chase"to"sequence"the"human"genome,"the"Human"Genome"Sequencing"
Consortium"placed"large"amounts"of"data"in"the"public"domain;"the"idea"being"that"sharing"this"
information" would" lead" to" a" faster" decoding" process" as" more" data" online" would" translate" into"
more" researchers" benefiting" from" the" released" information." However," former" members" of" the"
Consortium" tried" to" take" advantage" of" the" released" data" and" set" up" a" competing" entity" that"
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would" attempt" to" commercialise" the" results" (Guadamuz," 2006)." While" the" commercial" efforts"
eventually"failed,"the"fears"of"misuse"might"continue.""
Advances" in" biotechnology" in" the" last" decades" have" greatly" increased" the" economic" value" of"
biodiversity."It"is"a"fact"that"warmer"zones"in"the"world"contain"greater"range"of"biodiversity,"and"
most" of" the" areas" with" the" greatest" biodiversity" can" be" found" in" the" developing" world." The"
cataloguing" of" such" biodiversity" has" begun" in" recent" years," prompting" the" discovery" of" new"
resources," that" is," plants" and" animals" that" may" hold" immense" medicinal" powers." Coupled" with"
this," many" indigenous" people" have" been" using" some" of" these" traditional" medicines" for"
generations,"and"among"these,"there"may"be"medicines"that"could"be"used"all"around"the"world."
The" search" of" these" potentially" profitable" plants" or" animals" has" prompted" several"
pharmaceutical" companies" to" spend" relatively" small" amounts" of" money" in" looking" for" possible"
sources"of"new"medicines"in"the"biodiverse"rich"areas"located"in"developing"countries."This"has"
led" to" the" possibility" that" resources" from" developing" countries" could" make" their" way" to"
developed"nations,"where"they"would"be"converted"into"medicines,"patented"and"then"shipped"
back" and" sold" at" high" prices" in" the" same" countries" where" it" was" originated." It" can" also" create"
problems"for"countries"wanting"to"export"medicines"or"plant"varieties"derived"from"traditional"
knowledge" and" based" on" plants" that" can" be" found" in" those" countries," as" they" could" find" that"
these" innovations" are" already" protected" in" developed" countries." Some" commentators" have"
named"this"phenomenon"“biopiracy”"(Shiva,"1997)."

The"term""biopiracy""is"a"vague,"political"term"used"to"describe"actions"by"corporations"from"
developed" countries" which" take" unfair" advantage" of" genetic" resources" or" traditional"
knowledge" of" developing" countries." These" actions" may" either" be" illegal," or" legal" (but"
considered"morally"wrong"or"unfair)."Cases"have"been"referred"to"as""biopiracy""in"which"a"
patent"was"wrongfully"granted"for"inventions"that"were"not"inventive"or"novel."This"form"of"
"biopiracy"" is" not" a" problem" of" the" patent" system" in" itself," but" rather" of" the" examination"
procedure"and"the"accessibility"of"traditional"knowledge"to"examiners.""
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The"awareness"of"biopiracy"has"increased"in"recent"years,"particularly"the"bioZprospecting"of"
plants"and"remedies"in"China"and"India."There"are"numerous"examples"of"biopiracy"in"India,"
but"perhaps"one"of"the"most"indicative"cases"is"that"of"the"plant"phyllanthus"niruri,"used"in"
India" for" many" years" for" the" treatment" of" jaundice" and" liver" deficiencies." In" 1985," the" Fox"
Chase"Cancer"Center"in"the"United"States"applied"for"a"patent"for"the"extract"of"this"plant"as"a"
cure" for" hepatitis" B," which" was" granted" in" US" patent" 4673575." Shiva" (Shiva," 2001)" argues"
that" this" patent" is" the" exact" same" use" that" has" been" applied" in" traditional" Ayurveda"
medicine," which" would" seemingly" invalidate" the" patent" because" it" lacks" the" novelty"
requirement." In" 1988," the" same" centre" applied" for" another" patent" for" the" use" of" the" same"
plant"as"an"antiretroviral"medicine,"which"they"also"obtained."
Another" wellZpublicised" case" is" that" of" a" patent" awarded" for" basmati" rice" in" the" United"
States." Basmati" rice" is" an" increasingly" popular" variety" of" rice" that" has" been" cultivated" and"
used" in" India" and" Pakistan" for" generations." In" 1997," a" Texan" company" called" RiceTec" Inc."
was"issued"with"patent"5663484."The"Indian"government"spearheaded"a"campaign"to"have"
the"patent"cancelled."Eventually,"most"of"the"claims"from"this"patent"were"either"dropped"by"
RiceTec" or" cancelled" by" the" USPTO" for" the" existence" of" priorZart" in" the" application." The"
patent" remains" in" a" very" limited" form" that" protects" only" certain" specific" basmati" varieties"
bred"by"the"company."
While"the"above"examples"are"mostly"about"the"misappropriation"of"traditional"knowledge"
through" patents," there" are" other" examples" of" biopiracy" where" it" is" alleged" that" there" is"
commercialisation"of"biodiversity."The"most"famous"case"is"that"of"Costa"Rica."In"1991,"the"
Costa"Rican"Instituto"Nacional"de"Biodiversidad"(INBio),"a"semiZprivate,"nonZprofit,"scientific"
organization,"signed"with"the"multinational"pharmaceutical"company"Merck"and"agreement"
by" which" INBio" would" supply" Merck" with" samples" among" the" plants," insects" and"
microorganisms" collected" from" Costa" Rica's" protected" forests" in" exchange" for" equipment"
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and" some" funds" (ZebichZKnos," 1997)." While" this" may" seem" like" an" excellent" example" of"
benefit"sharing,"some"have"criticised"it"precisely"because"it"commercialises"biodiversity,"and"
Costa"Rica"sold"it"cheaply"(Gulati,"2001)."
However,"it"must"be"pointed"out"that"some"consider"that"there"is"no"such"thing"as"biopiracy"
(Chen,"2006)."Many"of"the"examples"cited"as"evidence"have"not"been"commercialized,"or"the"
patents" have" been" repealed." Similarly," those" who" criticise" the" concept" point" that" there" is"
little"evidence"of"the"widespread"plunder"of"biological"resources"from"developing"countries."
Nevertheless," the" debate" continues," and" the" prospective" of" the" existence" of" biopiracy" and"
bioprospecting"might"place"a"dampener"on"the"advance"of"open"access."Why?"Because"if"data"
from"indigenous"knowledge"and"developing"countries"is"made"available"under"open"access"
conditions," pharmaceutical" companies" will" be" able" to" exploit" them" without" compensation"
for"the"local"communities.""
2.3$THE$LEGAL$PROTECTION$OF$BIODIVERSITY$DATA$
According"to"the"article"2"of"the"Convention"on"Biodiversity"(CBD),"biodiversity"is"understood"as"
the"variability"among"living"organisms"from"all"sources,"including"terrestrial,"marine"and"other"
aquatic" ecosystems" and" the" ecological" complexities" of" which" they" are" part;" this" includes"
diversity"within"species,"between"species"and"of"ecosystems.""
The"scientific"study"of"such"diverse"materials"makes"for"an"incredibly"complex"scenario"of"legal"
regimes" involved." This" is" because" of" the" nature" of" scientific" research" itself," but" also" has" to" do"
with" the" type" of" research" that" is" conducted." In" general," biodiversity" investigation" involves" a"
combination" of" methods" that" can" prove" tricky" for" the" law." We" have" collection" of" samples" by"
researchers" (and" sometimes" by" members" of" the" public)," then" the" storage" and" cataloguing" of"
samples," taking" of" pictures," in% situ" notes," creation" of" information" databases," bioprospecting,1"
publication" of" results," display" of" data" through" websites," archiving" in" institutional" repositories,"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1"

"Which" can" be" defined" as" the" collecting" samples" of" biodiversity" (and" sometimes" also" related"
indigenous"knowledge)"in"order"to"develop"commercial"products,"eg."drugs"and"crops."
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patent" applications," etc." The" above" does" not" fall" easily" into" existing" categories" of" intellectual"
property"protection"and"may"trigger"several"(e.g."copyright,"database,"patents,"trademark,"plant"
varieties," trade" secrets," environmental" and" geographic" data," public" sector" information)," and" in"
some"instances,"it"might"not"even"be"protected.""
For"example,"the"notes"and"pictures"taken"during"a"collection"of"samples"would"be"protected"by"
copyright" law" as" literary" and" artistic" works" respectively," while" any" samples" or" specimens"
themselves" would" not" be" protected." Observation" results" and" comments" made" on" specimen"
reproductions" of" a" plant" or" an" animal" are" indispensables" to" the" understanding" of" the" primary"
data" that" is" of" little" value" without" metadata." However," copyright" law" could" be" providing" a"
stronger" protection" to" the" photography" than" to" the" underlying" data" to" the" extend" data" and"
taxonomy"are"not"considered"as"creative"work."This"discrepancy"reveals"an"epistemological"gap"
between" copyright" law" and" scientific" effort" conceptions" of" a" creative" or" original" effort," the"
threshold"of"protection."
There" is" also" a" difference" whether" data" is" considered" as" cultural," public," geographic" or"
environmental" data." Biodiversity" data" can" be" considered" as" a" cultural" data" to" the" extend"
databases"can"be"produced"and"held"by"a"museum"of"natural"history"and"therefore"outside"of"the"
scope"of"the"2001"Directive"on"reuse"for"Public"Sector"Information."It"can"be"considered"as"public"
sector" information" collected" by" a" public" body" and" submitted" to" an" obligation" or" use" for" any"
purpose,"including"commercial"or"research"under"the"scope"of"this"Directive."Finally,"part"of"the"
biodiversity"data"can"fall"under"the"scope"of"provisions"governing"geographic"information,"in"the"
case" of" geolocation" data" associated" to" a" specimen" and" thus" governed" by" the" INSPIRE" Directive"
establishing" an" Infrastructure" for" Spatial" Information" in" the" European" Community" providing" a"
useful" framework" for" data" sharing," in" particular" giving" public" authorities" “the" technical"
possibility" to" link" their" spatial" data" sets”," but" offering" the" possibility" to" restrict" access" for"
reasons" related" to" Intellectual" Property" Rights," without" mentioning" whether" it" is" copyright" or"
patent,"or"for"“the"protection"of"the"environment"to"which"such"information"relates,"such"as"the"
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location" of" rare" species”," potentially" cancelling" the" effect" for" biodiversity" data." Finally," the"
Directive" 2003/4/EC" of" the" European" Parliament" and" of" the" Council" of" 28" January" 2003" on"
public"access"to"environmental"information"and"the"Convention"of"Aarhus"guarantee"the"right"of"
access," also" subjected" to" Intellectual" Property" Rights" and" “protection" of" the" environment" to"
which" such" information" relates," such" as" the" location" of" rare" species”." The" fact" that" public"
authorities"provide"the"right"of"access"does"not"convey"a"right"of"reuse,"which"may"be"necessary"
for"data"mining"or"to"otherwise"process"databases"electronically.""
Moreover,"some"aspects"of"biodiversity"research"might"be"protected"in"one"jurisdiction,"but"not"
in"another."For"example,"data"contained"in"a"scientific"database"can"be"protected"by"copyright"in"
some" jurisdictions" as" a" literary" work." For" example," in" the" UK," Section" 3A" of" the" Copyright,"
Designs"and"Patents"Act"1988"(CDPA),"defines"a"database"as"a"collection"of"independent"works"
which" "are" arranged" in" a" systematic" or" methodical" way"," and" "are" individually" accessible" by"
electronic"or"other"means"."However,"the"threshold"of"originality"in"a"database"is"quite"high,"just"
is"it"happens"in"the"United"States."To"complicate"matters,"the"European"Union"has"implemented"a"
sui"generis"right"arising"from"the"European"Database"Directive"(96/9/EC)."The"database"right"is"
an" exclusive" right" given" to" the" maker" of" a" database," which" is" defined" as" a" collection" of"
independent"works,"data"or"other"materials"that"are"arranged"in"a"systematic"or"methodical"way,"
and"are"individually"accessible"by"electronic"or"other"means."It"is"important"to"point"out"that"the"
database"right"exists"regardless"of"the"existence"of"copyright"protection"in"the"database,"as"the"
exclusive"rights"given"to"the"database"owner"are"separate"to"those"arising"from"copyright."
The" following" table" can" help" to" illustrate" the" complexity" of" the" legal" protection" of" biodiversity"
data:""
Table%1:%Legal%protection%of%biodiversity%data:%
Copyright%

Patents%

Database%right%(EU)%

Other/No%protection%

Z"Notes"
Z"Pictures"
Z"Metadata"
Z"Publications"

Z"Bioprospecting"
Z"Processes"
Z"Methods"
Z"Software"

Z"Data"
Z"Databases"
Z"Thesaurus"
Z"Ontologies"
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Z"Brands"
Z"Materials"
Z"Specimens"
Z"Plant"varieties"

Z"Reports"
Z"Data"
Z"Software"
Z"Compilation"
"

Z"Genetic"banks"
Z"Designs"
Z"Geolocation"
information"

So"from"the"start"we"see"some"of"the"challenges"faced"by"parties"interested"in"opening"access"to"
biodiversity." This" uncertainty" makes" it" difficult" to" understand" what" rights" may" apply" to" what"
parts" of" databases," jeopardizing" interoperability," fusion" and" machine" processing" of" large"
amounts"of"data."

Besides" the" legal" complexity" and" discrepancy" highlighted," there" are" other" conflicting" legal"
regimes." Originally," plant" genetic" resources" where" considered" as" common" heritage" of"
mankind," meaning" that" the" resources" where" freely" available" and" accessible" to" all" without"
permission." This" principle" was" gradually" undermined" as" patents" covering" biological"
material"where"increasingly"granted"by"developed"countries."In"reaction,"developing"nations"
strived" to" reinforce" the" principle" of" common" heritage" of" mankind" in" relation" to" genetic"
resources,"which"led"to"the"negotiation"of"a"treaty"that"demanded"national"sovereign"rights"
over"genetic"resources"and"pushed"toward"benefit"sharing"provisions."The"result"is"the"1992"
Convention" of" Biological" Diversity." It" is" the" first" international" treaty" to" address" conservation"
and"sustainable"use"of"all"biological"diversity"worldwide."Its"objectives"are"(cf."Art."1"CBD):"
1. The"conservation"of"biological"diversity,""
2. The"sustainable"use"of"its"components,""
3. The" fair" and" equitable" sharing" of" the" benefits" arising" out" of" the" utilisation" of" genetic"
resources.""
The"CBD"asserts"sovereign"rights"of"nations"over"their"national"resources"(Art."3,"15"No."1),"notes"
that"access"to"genetic"resources"should"be"subject"to"prior"informed"consent"(Art."15"No."5),"and"
determines"that"results"of"R&D"and"the"benefits"of"commercialisation"and"utilisation"of"genetic"
resources"should"be"shared"fair"and"equitably"on"mutual"agreed"terms"(Art."15"No."7).""
As" mentioned" above," one" of" the" objectives" of" the" CBD" is" "the" fair" and" equitable" sharing" of" the"
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benefits"arising"out"of"the"utilisation"of"genetic"resources"."Following"this"important"principle,"a"
Working" Group" was" established" in" 2004" to" negotiate" an" international" regime" on" access" to"
genetic" resources" and" benefitZsharing" with" the" aim" of" adopting" an" instrument" to" effectively"
implement"the"CPD"provisions."A"protocol"was"agreed"at"in"Nagoya,"Japan,"in"October"2010."The"
Nagoya" Protocol" on" Access" and" BenefitZsharing" continues" with" the" line" set" out" in" the" CBD" by"
stating" in" Art." 5" that" “benefits" arising" from" the" utilization" of" genetic" resources" as" well" as"
subsequent"applications"and"commercialization"shall"be"shared"in"a"fair"and"equitable"way"with"
the"Party"providing"such"resources"that"is"the"country"of"origin"of"such"resources"or"a"Party"that"
has"acquired"the"genetic"resources"in"accordance"with"the"Convention.”""
Besides" those" international" obligations," some" countries" have" passed" legislation" that" makes" an"
obligation" to" share" benefits" arising" from" biodiversity" research" and" bioprospecting." The" most"
cited" example" is" the" 1998" Biodiversity" Law" of" Costa" Rica" (Law" 7788)," which" creates" several"
obligations" for" those" involved" in" the" act" of" bioprospecting" in" its" territory." Firstly," the" law"
establishes"a"requirement"for"anyone"engaged"in"the"act"of"biodiversity"research"for"any"purpose"
to" register" to" a" specially" created" commission," which" will" then" grant" permission" to" engage" in"
bioprospecting."Secondly,"the"law"creates"several"useful"figures"that"take"local"communities"into"
consideration," such" as" prior" informed" consent," technology" transfer" and" the" equitable"
distribution" of" benefits." The" law" recognises" the" intellectual" property" where" applicable," but"
established" licenses" for" communities," as" well" as" creating" a" sui" generis" “community" right”." In"
short,"the"Law"7788"is"perhaps"one"of"the"most"comprehensive"pieces"of"legislation"that"not"only"
protect"biodiversity,"but"that"seems"to"bridge"the"dichotomy"between"the"CBD"and"intellectual"
property"protection.""
But"how"well"does"it"work"in"practice?"
"
"
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3.'DATABASES'TERMS'OF'USE'
After" the" identification" of" applicable" law," the" article" will" analyse" the" contractual" provisions"
which"may"apply"to"databases"containing"biodiversity"scientific"data."Indeed,"in"addition"to"the"
framework" of" the" law," databases" producers" have" the" possibility" to" apply" contracts," otherwise"
named" licences" or" terms" of" uses" to" the" websites" hosting" the" data" they" make" available" to" the"
public." Various" options" exist," from" the" most" restrictive" provisions" to" the" most" liberal" terms" of"
use"based"on"the"principles"of"Open"Access."One"of"the"key"clauses"of"those"contracts"is"the"one"
regulating" attribution" of" the" author," which" is" the" legal" counterpart" for" the" scientific" norm" of"
citation."
3.1$CONTRACTUAL$RESTRICTIONS$TO$ACCESS$AND$REUSE$
Copyright" and" other" related" rights" allow" producers" of" data" to" exclude" users" from" accessing" or"
reusing" them." While" some" decide" to" not" fully" apply" their" rights," or" partially" waive" some" to"
embrace" Open" Access" as" it" will" be" described" in" the" next" section," it" is" a" widespread" practice" to"
apply"a"copyright"by"default,"or"to"express"confusing"terms"of"use."For"instance,"the"biodiversity"
database"

of"

the"

Botanical"

Garden"

of"

the"

City"

of"

Geneva"

(http://www.villeZ

ge.ch/cjb/bd.php#catherb)" reserves" rights" for" education" and" research," de" facto" excluding"
companies" working" independently" or" which" can" be" partners" of" research" projects" with" public"
institutions."Its"terms"of"use"are"contradictory,"one"the"one"hand"they"mention"that"data"can"be"
freely" reused," but" on" the" other" hand" that" a" request" must" be" addressed" for" reuse"
(http://www.villeZge.ch/musinfo/bd/cjb/chg/condition_utilisation.php?lang=fr)."
Another"common"usage"is"to"apply"directly"restrictive"terms"of"use"and"exclude"commercial"use"
or" any" usage" other" than" private" consultation," such" as" the" New" Mexico" Biodiversity" Collections"
Consortium" (NMBCC)" Restrictions" on" Use" (http://nmbiodiversity.org/fineprint.php)" or" French"
Plantnet"(http://eee.plantnetZproject.org/mentions).""
Knowledge"commons"framework"has"been"applied"to"biodiversity"data"(Louafi"&"al,"2012;")"prior"
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research" established" that" contractual" restrictions" is" damaging" for" science" and" impeding" data"
processing." Guidelines" to" share" scientific" data" have" been" developed" by" the" Open" Knowledge"
Foundation" (Open" Knowledge" Definition)," Science" Commons" (Science" Commons," 2011)" and"
GBIF," the" Global" Biodiversity" Information" Facility" (Moritz" &" al," 2011)." All" agree" to" avoid"
contractual"and"technical"restrictions"to"download"and"reuse"the"data,"and"put"an"emphasis"on"
reusability."Several"licensing"framework"and"tools"are"available"to"reach"that"objective."
3.2$OPEN$ACCESS$LICENCES$FOR$SCIENTIFIC$DATA$
Some"institutions"choose"to"freely"disseminate"their"scientific"data"and"allow"the"broadest"range"
of" access" and" reuse." They" have" several" choices" of" standard" licences," the" Creative" Commons"
licencing"set"being"the"most"common"choice."
Databases" producers" can" also" write" their" own" terms" of" use" and" declare" they" do" not" assert"
Intellectual"Property"Rights"such"as"GBIF"(http://data.gbif.org/tutorial/datasharingagreement)."
GBIF" is" embracing" a" wide" Open" Access" policy" and" is" trying" to" convince" the" members" to" follow"
this"example."Searchable"information"which"can"be"accessed"to"and"reused"among"disciplines"is"
required"to"ease"the"work"of"scientists"and"conservation"efforts,"which"should"not"be"delayed"by"
“oldZfashioned"practices"of"handling"scientific"data”"(Fonseca,"Benson,"2003)."
Only" full" Open" Access" terms" as" close" as" possible" to" the" public" domain" will" allow" unrestricted"
data" mining." Otherwise," partial" Open" Access" and" the" use" of" different" licences" will" raise" legal"
interoperability" issues" (Dulong" de" Rosnay," 2010)." Some" contributors" consider" the" absence" of"
legal" requirement" to" attribute" as" an" impediment." This" concern" led" to" the" withdrawal" of" a" few"
institutions" members" of" the" project" “OpenUp"!”" Opening" up" the" Natural" History" Heritage" for"
Europeana" after" the" change" of" Europeana" foundation" to" public" domain" conditions" for" the"
contributors"

to"

metadata"

(Europeana"

data"

exchange"

agreement,"

http://pro.europeana.eu/web/guest/dataZexchangeZagreement)." Others" consider" that" the"
scientific" norm" is" sufficient" to" regulate" proper" attribution" and" that" a" contractual" requirement"
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could"lead"to"licensing"stacks"in"the"case"of"aggregation"of"large"numbers"of"databases"(Science"
Commons,"2011;"Hagedorn"&"al,"2011)."
3.3$PARTICIPATIVE$PLATFORMS$FOR$DATA$PUBLISHING$
The"main"challenge"to"Open"Data"is"the"attribution"of"the"contributor"which"gives"an"incentive"to"
participate" for" the" researcher," but" also" credibility" to" the" data" produced." The" validation" by"
experts" of" a" classification" and" the" curation" of" taxonomy" issues" also" provide" a" qualityZcontrol"
mechanism."Such"a"peerZreview"mechanism"has"been"developed"by"WoRMS,"the"World"Register"
of" Marine" Species" (Costello" &" al," 2013)." GBIF" developed" a" Data" Publishing" Framework" with" a"
data" citation" mechanism," making" it" easy" to" attribute" correctly" the" researcher" who" created" or"
added" value" to" the" data" (Chavan," V." S.," &" Ingwersen," P.," 2009)" and" recommends" to" establish" a"
“data"citation"service'"facilitating"deepZdata"citation”"(Moritz"&"al,"2011)."
The"connection"between"the"publication"of"an"article"and"the"provision"of"the"underlying"data"is"
another" path" that" will" provide" an" incentive" for" authors" to" distribute" their" data" under" Open"
access" conditions." The" journal" in" plant" systematics" PhytoKeys" provides" methods" for" data"
publication,"linking"data"to"metadata"and"indexation"to"facilitate"data"mining"(Penev"&"al,"2010)."
Next" to" these" efforts," the" following" step" would" be" for" universities" and" research" institutions" to"
integrate"the"contribution"to"a"database"and"its"citations"in"the"evaluation"of"the"careers.""
4.%CONCLUSIONS%AND%NEXT%STEPS%
Biodiversity"data"can"be"subjected"to"different"conflicting"legal"provisions"and"a"clarification"of"
their"legal"status"of"is"required."Several"institutions"are"pioneering"work"related"to"Open"Access"
to" data," including" automated" mechanisms" for" citation." These" efforts" should" be" developed" and"
adopted"across"databases"in"order"to"replace"terms"of"use"that"makes"it"impossible"to"perform"
data"mining"and"reuse"the"data."Future"work"requires"a"more"systematic"analysis"of"terms"of"use"
and" interviews" of" stakeholders" and" database" producers" in" order" to" develop" recommendations"
and"contractual"mechanisms."
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